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ABSTRACT

The performances of mechanical excavators are predicted for excavations in

welded tuff. Emphasis is given to tunnel boring machine evaluations based

on linear cutting machine test data obtained on samples of Topopah Spring
welded tuff. The tests involve measurement of forces as cutters are

applied to the rock surface at certain spacings and penetrations. Two disc

and two polnt-attack cutters representing currently available technology

are thus evaluated. The performance predictions based on these direct

experimental measurements are believed to be more accurate than any
previous %alues for mechanical excavation of welded tuff.

The calculations of performance are predicated on minimizing the amount of

energy required to excavate the welded tuff. Specific energy decreases

with increasing spacing and penetration, and reaches its lowest at the

widest spacing and deepest penetration used in this test program. Using

the force, spacing, and penetration data from this experimental program,

the thrust, torque, power, and rate of penetration are calculated for

several types of mechanical excavators. The results of this study show

that the candidate excavators will require higher torque and power than
heretofore estimated.
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1.0 INTEODUCTION

The work described herein was performed for Sandia National Laboratories

• (SNL) as part of the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMP).

SNL is one of the principal organizations participating in the project,

which is managed by the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Office of

" Civilian Radioactive Waste Management. The project is part of the DOE's

Termin81 Storage program to safely dispose of the radioactive waste from

nuclear power plants.

The DOE has determined that the safest and most feasible method currently

known to dispose of such wastes is to piace them in a mined geologic

repository. The YMP is conducting detailed studies to determine the

suitability of siting a potential repository at depth in the welded ruffs

at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The rock mass will be characterized by

excavation of an Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) prior to potential

repository construction. Various means of excavating the ESF and the

repository are being examined, including mechanical excavators. Current

design features of the ESF emphasize the use of various mechanical

excavators and can take advantage of the significant benefits offered by

mechanized excavation techniques, including faster project completion

times, lower construction costs, improved ground stability, reduced support

requirements, and enhanced operational safety.

This repor_ describes the results of laboratory rock cutting tests

performed as part of SNL contract #35-0039. Actual cutter force data' were

used to predict the performance of mechanical excavators operating in the

potential repository horizon material and to increase the efficiency of the

excavator design. Excavator operation at optimal performance provides for

high rates of advance and reduced cutter costs. The primary emphasis is on

tunnel boring machines (TBM), but the recommendations for system

optimization and performance estimation include roadheaders and Mobile

Miners, as well as shaft and raise borers.

This report is the second of a series evaluating the performance of various

types of mechanical excavators for use in planned site characterization

studies as well as the construction of the potential repository. The first

report (Ozdemir et al., 1992) describes the initial performance predictions

developed from the physical and geologic properties of the welded ruffs at

the site. It consists of three parts: performance estimates derived from

previously published geologic and physical property data, measurement of

additional physical properties related to boreability, and subsequent

revision of the estimated performance based on the additional data. The

present report continues the process of refining the performance

predictions; in this case, directly measured cutter force data have been
included.

i. 1 B.ackgrou_nd

Mechanical excavators fragment and remove rock with an array of cutting

tools mounted on a rotating cutterhead. The energy consumed and the power

required by mechanical rock excavation are influenced primarily by the type

and geometry of the cutters, the cutter penetration a" each pass, the

cutter spacing and layout, the cutterhead shape, and the physical and
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geologic properties of the rock. Testing representative cutters at full
scale in the candidate rouk provides accurate information from which

excavator performance can be evaluated.

lt has been shown that the specific energy, which is the energy required to
break a unit volume of rock, reaches a minimum at a certain ratio of cutter

spacing to penetration (SP ratio). The optimum SP ratio varies from i0 to

20 for disc cutters and from 2 to 4 for point-attack cutters. The optimum
$2 ratio depends on rock hardness, matrix characteristics, brittleness, and

internal weaknesses such as foliation, microfractures, bedding, and grain

alignment. Thus, for a given lithology, machine performance can be

optimized through the design of the cutters and the cutterhead, and through
the selection of the muck removal and backup systems.

1.2 Excavators ,_gnsidered

The ESF may have combinations of shafts, raises, drifts, ramps, alcoves,

and chambers or rooms. To construct these diverse openings, several types

of mechanical excavation systems are evaluated in this study: TBMs,

roadheaders, the Mobile Miner, the blind shaft borer (BSB), the vertical

wheel shaft boring machine (SBM), raise borers, and the V-Mole. Each

machine type is better suited to excavating certain types of underground

openings than others. Complete discussions and illustrations of these
machines are found in Ozdemir et al. (1992).

The TBM is best suited for relatively long, straight drivages, where it

achieves its highest advance rates. The TBM is a high production machine

that is effective in a wide variety of rock types and ground conditions.
TBMs are capable of spectacular rates of advance at costs much below

conventional drill-and-blast techniques. Recent improvements in TBM

technology include more efficient cutters, enhanced maneuverability, more

effective ground control systems, significantly improved machine

reliability, and conveyor muck haulage. New TBM designs make turns much

tighter than were previously feasible. For ESF construction, the TBM is

most suitable for excavating the ramps and the long drifts where high
production rates can be achieved.

The roadheader is a highly versatile mobile excavator with the capability

to excavate openings of various shapes and sizes, lt is a very common

machine in mining and underground construction, although its use is usually

limited to rock with less than 15,000 psi (103 MPa) compressive strength.

Higher strength rocks can be excavated successfully if the rock is

extensively jointed. This machine's mobility allows easy relocation from
site to site. For the ESF, the roadheader can be used to excavate

crosscuts, short ramps, and drifts, as well as small side rooms off of the

main drifts excavated by TBM. lt also is useful for finishing the shaping

of complex openings.

The Mobile Miner, a relatively new machine design, excavates rectangular

openings in rocks ranging from soft to very hard. lt is more flexible and

mobile than the TBM, but is less suitable for large openings, either in
length or cross section, because it is not a full-face machine and cannot

match TBM production rates. For ESF construction, the Mobile Miner appears

most suitable for excavating side rooms off of the main tunnels excavated

by TBM or for driving shorter drifts or crosscuts.

1-2



The BSB closely resembles a double-shielded TBM. The cutterhead design
allows muck pickup from the shaft bottom. The BSB is a dry shaft boring

device, using a mechanical muck pickup system rather than water flushing.

As with other mechanical shaft excavation systems, its performance is
" governed primarily by the limitation of the muck removal and the shaft

lining systems.

" The SBM is an adaptation of the Mobile Miner for vertical downward

excavation. The rock is excavated by a thin rotating cutterwheel equipped
with a series of peripherally mounted disc roller cutters. The cutterwheel

assembly rotates about the shaft axis, while being thrust downward, in

additlen to the cutterwheel rotating about its own horizontal axis. A

bulldozer-type blade follows the cutterwheel and scrapes the cuttings into

a pile. A clamshell bucket picks up the pile at intervals and loads it
into a hoist for transport to the surface.

Raise boring is a relatively fast and highly efficient technique for

construction of raises and small shafts. Raise boring uses a pilot hole

and therefore requires underground access. Access to the face for science

investigations during excavation is poor, because the bit must be

completely withdrawn from the bore before personnel can reach the face.

Raise boring is the most widely used method of raise construction. With

current technology, it is limited to a 20-ft (6.l-m) diameter and to a

depth of about 3000 ft (914 m). This is controlled primarily by hole
deviation considerations.

The V-Mole is a mechanical shaft reamer. Requiring existing underground
access, it reams a drilled pilot hole downward to the final shaft diameter.

The pilot hole, which usually is created by a raise borer, serves to remove

the rock cuttings generated during the reaming operation. Numerous mine

shafts already have been constructed with V-Moles. Overall, the V-Mole has

achieved advance rates much higher than those feasible with conventional

drill-and-blast shaft excavation. Shaft lining can be installed directly
above the machine as it reams downward.

1.3 Rationale

To determine the economic feasibility of applying any mechanical excavation

techniques to any underground construction project, a reliable and accurate

estimate of the rate at which the rock can be excavated is required.

Further, the machine design and, more importantly, the c_tter layout,

geometry, and mode of operation need to be optimized for the particular

rock and ground conditions to achieve high production rates at the lowest
cost possible.

Full-scale laboratory testing of candidate cutters is a reliable means of

determining these operating parameters at the actual spacings and

penetrations to be used in the field. The linear cutting machine (LCM) is

a full-scale test apparatus designed to measure the forces acting on a

single cutter during excavation. The results from the linear cutter tests

are the basis for assessing the performance of a mechanical excavator

operating in the repository horizon material and for optimizing the

excavator design. Operating an excavator at optimal performance allows
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high rates of advance, shorter project completion times, and reduced costs.

Over the last 20 years, the Earth Mechanics Institute has performed

extensive LCM tests and has found the LCM to be a very reliable tool for

predicting rock boreability in the field. Past performance predictions

using LCM results have generally been within i0 percent of the actual field
performance.

B

Two main types of cutters are used for mechanical rock excavation: disc

cutters and drag bits. Both are mounted in multiples on cutterheads.

Figures I-i and 1-2 illustrate the basic features of both types. Disc

cutters consist of a hardened steel ring mounted on a heavy-duty bearing

which allows the cutter to turn freely. They are used on TBMs, drills,

shaft borers, and Mobile Miners for excavating nearly all types of rock

ranging from soft to very hard, abrasive formations.

Drag bits, which can be plow or polnt-attack types, consist of a hardened

steel or tungsten carbide tip inserted into the end of a robust steel

shank. Instead of being rolled through the rock, llke disc cutters, point-

attack cutters are dragged through the rock. Accordingly, they cannot
withstand the high loads that disc cutters can. In general, point-attack

bits can excavate harder rock than plow bits because they are free to

rotate in their holders. This allows for self-sharpening during cutting

which prolongs bit life. They can also sustain higher cutting loads

without premature structural failure. Point-attack cutters are, generally,

limited to rock strength below 15,000 psi (103 MPa), although new

technology is under development.

1.4 Objectives

Laboratory linear cutting tests provide a reliable means for predicting and

optimizing the field performance of mechanical excavators. In this effort,

an extensive series of linear cutting tests was undertaken in order to

develop cutting data to

• Provide an understanding of how the forces on the cutters respond to

changes in cut spacing, penetration, and cutter geometry in welded

tuffs representative of the repository horizon;

• Determine which combination of cutting parameters consumes the least

amount of specific energy to allow optimum machine design;

• Improve the accuracy of previously developed machine performance and

cutter' wear predictions in the excavation of welded tuff;

• Develop guidelines for the optimum design and performance of various

types of mechanical excavators for the construction of the ESF and

the potential repository; and

• Identify the areas and opportunities for further research and

development with respect to improving the performance of mechanical

excavators at the potential repository site.
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Figure I-I. A30581 Constant Cross-Section Disc Cutter

w m

Figure 1-2. System 35 Point-Attack Cutter
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I.S s=_ma_

The work reported here includes a series of LCM tests designed to generate

cutter performance data in the repository horizon welded ruffs, lt also

includes a set of physical property measurements for the rock samples used •

in the LCM tests. The purpose was to improve the accuracy of the machine

performance predictions that were based originally on rock physical J

property and geologic considerations (Ozdemir et al., 1992). Ali samples

tested were from the Topopah Spring welded tuff unit #2 (TSw2).

Rock samples representative of the welded ruffs at the potential repository

horizon were tested on the LCM with state-of-the-art, commercially

available rock cutters (two disc cutters and two polnt-attack cutters).

The resulting forces on each single cutter were measured in three

dimensions at different combinations of spacing and penetration while

cutting the welded tuff. T_is procedure simulates the action of multiple

cutters found on a mechanical excavator. By varying cutter spacing and

penetration, cutter forces were obtained as a function of these two

important variables. The force data also were used to identify those

combinations of cut spacing and penetration that provided the lowest

specific energy for rock excavation. The recorded information also

included observations regarding the rock chipping and failure process. The

cuttings generated from each test were collected and analyzed for size
distribution.

Physical properties that have been shown to influence the mechanical

cuttability of rock also were measured. These included density, unlaxlal

compressive strength (UCS), splitting (Brazilian or indirect) tensile

strength, acoustic velocities, dynamic elastic constants, and Cerchar

abrasivlty.

Section 2.0 of this report describes the experimental program. Section 3.0

presents and discusses the results from the LCM tests. The data output

from the LCM tests include the cutter forces in response to the variables

of spacing, penetration, and rock type and calculated results such as

specific energy. Section 4.0 presents and discusses the performance

predictions that were calculated from the LCM test results. Recommended

thrusts, torques, power, and the estimated rates of penetration for

candidate mechanical excavators were generated from the LCM data.

Conclusions are presented in Section 5.0 and recommendations in
Section 6.0.
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2.0 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1 Back2round
b

The principal objective of conducting LCM testing fs to determine the
three-dimensional forces that act on a cutter during the excavation

e

process. This information relates directly to machine operating parameters
such as thrust, torque, and power.

Figure 2-1 illustrates the three-dimensional forces measured in the LCM
tests. The normal force is the component that acts on the cutter
perpendicular to the rock surface. The rolling force acts tangentially on
the cutter edge, opposing the direction of travel; on a point-attack cutter
this is referred to as the drag force. The side force acts perpendicular
to the plane of the cutter.

2.2 Sample Acquisitig__

Samples of welded tuff were obtained from the Nevada Test Site. These

included 43 large rock pieces from the East Lower Test Pit at Fran Ridge.
The rock samples from Fran Ridge represent the TSw2 thermomechanical unit

of the Paintbrush Tuff (Ortiz et al., 1985). This unit is being proposed
for construction of the potential repository.

2.3 Cutter Types T_sted

Four commercially available cutters were tested in order to obtain data
representative of standard industry practice. Two representative disc

cutters and two representative polnt-attack cutters were included in the

test program. In the following discussion, manufacturers' names are

listed. No recommendation of these particular cutters or the manufacturers

is implied. The cutters were selected for their availability and because

they were appropriate for the test program.

Both disc cutters had a 17-1n. (432-mm) diameter and a constant cross-

section profile. Both were manufactured by the Robblns Company. One
cutter, the A30581, had a sharp edge and the other, the AM1723, a blunt

edge. The two disc cutters (Robblns type A30581 and AM1723) selected for
LCM testing are among the most commonly used cutters designed for hard,

abrasive rock. They feature a constant cross-sectlon edge profile so that

the cutter performance is not severely degraded as edge wear develops. The

A30581 cutter has an edge that is approximately 0.45 in. thick while the

AM1723 cutter has an edge that is approximately 0.54 in. thick.

In general, narrow cutter profiles are employed on TBMs in the face and

. center positions to maximize the rate of penetration. The wider-edge

cutters are primarily intended for gage positions where cutter wear occurs

faster due to longer traverse distances and the cutters running through the

- muck accumulated in the invert. The wider profile provides more cutter

material, increasing its wear resistance and thus extending the useful

cutter life before replacement becomes necessary. The blunt profile of the
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CUTTER FORCES
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Figure 2-1. Forces on a Cutter in Three Dimensions
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AM1723 is less efficient for cutting rock, but it gives better wear

resistance because it has more metal at the cutting edge, which lowers the
surface fatigue stresses on the blade.

The two point-attack cutters are also commonly used in the industry. Both

cutters, the 84HCT and the System 35, have large, robust bodies and

tungsten carbide inserts on the working tip. Both are manufactured by

" Sandvik. The 84HCT is longer and narrower than the System 35. lt is

designed for lower strength rock than the System 35, but has higher advance

rates in softer rock. The System 35 has a higher strength carbide tip than

the 84 HCT, which is the result of new carbide technology. The System 35

has a heavier, more robust body and bearing surface than the 84HCT.

2.4 Test Equipment Qpera_ion

This section describes the LCM and its operating procedures. A more
detailed account of the equipment and the p_ocedures is included in

Appendix B.

The LCM features a large, stiff reaction frame on which the cutter is
mounted (Figure 2-2). A trlaxi_l load cell between the cutter and the

frame monitors forces, and a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT)

monitors travel. The rock sample is cast in concrete within a heavy steel

box to provide the necessary confinement during testing. Tests are
conducted after the concrete has cured.

A servo-controlled hydraulic actuator forces the sample past the cutter at

a preset depth of penetration, width of spacing, and constant velocity.

After each cut the rock box is moved sideways by a preset spacing to

duplicate the action of the multiple cutters on a mechanical excavator. A
triaxial load cell between the cutter saddle and the reaction frame

continuously monitors the normal, rolling, and side force components acting
on the cutter.

2.5 Test Procedures

In field excavation, the individual cutters on the machine always operate

on a rock surface damaged from the previous cutting action. This is

referred to as the steady-state cutting condition. The steady-state

cutting condition was duplicated in the laboratory by thoroughly
conditioning the rock surface before testing began. This was accomplished

by making several passes before data were collected.

Testing consisted of making several passes over the rock surface. A pass

is defined as a group of cuts at the preset spacing and penetration across

the width of the sample. Figure 2-3 illustrates the LCM test nomenclature.

. For each cut, the rock was forced into the cutter for the length of the

sample, then was retracted. Following retraction, the rock box was

displaced sideways at the predetermined spacing distance before the next

- cut was begun. The data reduction program calculated the mean, maximum,
and minimum forces for each cut and for each test. Each test consisted of

several cuts at one spacing and penetration.
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To vary the penetration, spacers were inserted above the cutter to ensure

that the desired penetration was maintained throughout the entire cut. A
new spacer was inserted after each pass. Data were acquired only from the

center region of the sample, eliminating edge effects. For each test, the

cutter made several passes over the rock surfacl_; each pass consisting of

several regularly spaced cuts. A computer-based data acquisition system

recorded data from the load cell at i000 points per channel per second.

After test completion, the software provided summaries of ali force data

together with averages, standard deviations, maximums, and minimums.

When spacing was changed, a new rock sample was used. Changing spacings

within a single rock sample causes spurious chipping effects, due to

interactions with the damaged zone caused by the previous spacing.

Changing samples with spacing also simulates more accurately the behavior

of TBM disc cutters, which travel over the same paths.

2-6 Tes_ M_t_!x

For both disc and point-attack cutters, the test method was the same. Only

the spacing values in the testing matrices were different. The cutter

spacing_ and penetrations used in this study are shown in Table 2-1. Nine

separate tests, i.e., three penetrations at three spacings, were performed
for each of the four cutters. In addition, one disc cutter (A30581) was

tested at an additional penetration.

These spacings and penetrations were selected because they represent

current industry practice. Spacings and penetrations outside this test

matrix are rarely found on operating TBMs.

2.7 Physical Pro_ertles

The physical properties of the LCM test samples were determined using

standard industry procedures, either ASTM-specified or otherwise published

in the technical literature. The properties determined included density,

uniaxial compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, compressive-to-

tensile strength ratio, ultrasonic pulse velocities, dynamic elastic

constants, and Cerchar abrasivity. Details of the testing procedures are
described by Ozdemir et ai. (1992).
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Table 2-1

Linear Cutting Machine Test

Program in Welded Tuff

Series I' A30581 Disc Cutter 17-1n. Constant Cros_ Section

Penetration (in.) ,Spacings (_n.)

_/_3 4___ ___5

0.2 8" 12 16

0.3 9 13 17

0.4 I0 14 18

0.5 Ii 15

Series 2" AM1723 Disc Cutter 17-in. Constant Cross Section

penetration (in,) Spacings (in.)

_/_ 4_ _!_

0.2 19 25 22

0.3 20 26 23

0.4 21 27 24

Series 3' 84HCT Point-Attack Cutter, Conical Body, Carbide Tip

Penetration (in,) Spaclngs (in,)
1.5 2___

0.2 33 28 30

0.3 34 29 31

0.4 35 42 32

Series 4" System 35 Point-Attack Cutter, Conical Body, Carbide Tip

Penetrat$on (in,) Spacings (in.)

1.5 2 2_5

0.2 39 36 43

0.3 40 37 44

0.4 41 38 45

aThe number for each penetration and spacing combination is the test
number.

Totals' 38 Tests; 4 Cutters.
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3.0 LCM TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the results from the LCM test program. The LCH

" results are the thre_-dimensional forces experienced by the cutter and
other parameters calculated from the force data.

e

Four sets of data are presented in the following tables and figures--two

sets for the dis_ cutters, and two for the polnt-attack cutters. The

tables include cutter spacing and penetration, the measured average normal,

rolling, and side forces, and the peak forces. They also include the

calculated cutting coefficient, specific energy of cutting, and the peak-

to-mean force ratios. The figures present the data in graphical form as a

function of cutter spacing. Additional graphical results are included in

the DRMS (file number 51/L02 07/11/90).

3.1 Disc Cutters

As noted previously, a series of linear cutting tests was performed with

two constant cross-section 17-in.-dlameter disc cutters, Robbins types
A30581 and AM1723. The disc cutter data are shown in Table 3-1 and in the

following ten figures.

3.1.1 Cu_ter Forces

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the normal cutter forces as a function of spacing

for different depths of penetration. In general, normal force increases

with spacing and p,_netratlon for both cutters. The effect is much more

pronounced for penetration than for spacing. An increase in penetration

makes a definite increase in normal force, but an increase in spacing does

not consistently have the same effect. For the sharp cutter (A30581), an

increase in spacing causes small increases in normal force. For the blunt

cutter (AM1723), an increase in spacing appears to have a mixed effect on

normal force. These values fall within the experimental error, however,

and are interpreted to mean that cut spacing has a small effect on normal

cutter force requirements for welded tuff.

The rolling forces (Figures 3-3 and 3-4) tend to mirror the normal forces,

but at smaller magnitudes. For both the sharp and blunt cutters, the

rolling force increases with increases in penetration. Spacing again has a

mixed effect on the magnitude of the rolling forces.

Contrary to the trends observed for the normal and rolling forces, the side

forces, in general, are seen to decrease as cut spacing becomes larger, but

to increase as the cutter penetrates deeper (Figures 3-5 and 3-6). Side

forces can act in either direction, depending on which side of the cutter

, the major chipping occurs. But the majority of the side force acts in the

direction of chipping, due to unbalanced forces imposed on the cutter edge

following chip formation.
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Figure 3-5. Side Forces on the A30581 Disc Cutter
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3.1.2 Cuttin_ Coefficient

The cutting coefficient is the ratio of rolling to normal forces, lt is

used to determine the torque requirements for mechanical excavators. A

high cutting coefficient means high torque requirements for a given machine

thrust, which may lead to an excavation system being power-limited, as will

be discussed later. Usually, machines excavating soft formations tend to

be torque- or power-limited before ever reaching their thrust capacity.

For both disc cutters, the cutting coefficient is higher than expected due

to the high rolling force requirements of the cutter operating in welded

t_ff. Cutting coefficients are typically in the range of 0.10 to 0.12 for

rock formations similar to welded tuff. At the higher penetrations, values

of 0.15 and 0.16 are seen for the tuff (Figures 3-7 and 3-8).

A high cutting coefficient indicates that the torque requirements for an

excavator using disc cutters will be relatively high. This means that for

welded tuff, a TBM may be torque-limited during operation, rather than

thrust, limited. The relationship of machine torque and thrust will be
explored in more detail in the section on performance prediction.

3.1.3 Specific Energy

Specific energy is defined as the energy required to excavate a unit volume

of rock. The spacing and penetration values where specific energy reaches

its lowest point define the most efficient cutter geometry. For both

cutters, the lowest specific energy occurs at a spacing of 5 in. and a

penetration of 0.4 in. (Figures 3-9 and 3-10).

In general, for both disc cutters, the specific energy decreases as both

spacing and penetration increase. However, the effect of spacing is more

pronounced than the effect of penetration. An increase in spacing

significantly lowers the specific energy, while the effect of penetration
is mixed.

The results indicate a continual decrease in specific energy at wider

spacings. Since the test matrix only extends to 5-in. (13-cm) spacing, it

is possible that a further decrease in specific energy may be gained by

increasing cut spacing beyond 5 in.

A decrease of specific energy as a function of increasing penetration is

not entirely clear. At 3-in. (7.6-cm) spacing, specific energy actually

increases with increasing penetration. However, at higher spacings,

particularly 5 in. (13 cm), specific energy decreases with increased

penetration.

For both cutters, the specific energy is seen to reach its minimum at a

penetration of 0.4 in. (i.0 cm) and at a spacing of 5 in. (13 cm). These

were the highest penetrations and spacings tested in the laboratory. As

expected, the blunt cutter required a higher specific energy of cutting.
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3.2 Polnt-Att_¢k Cutters

Two point-attack cutters designed for use on heavy-duty roadheaders were

employed in the test program (Sandvik System 35 and System 84HCT). Both

, consist of robust bodies tipped with tungsten carbide inserts. The System

35 has a larger body and is designed for higher loads than the 84HCT. Both
cutters were tested at an attack angle of 56 °, a common setting for hard

• rock. Table 3-2 summarizes the test results, which also are presented in

g_aphical form in Figures 3-11 through 3-20 as a function of cutter

spacing.

3.2.1 Cutter ForGes

As expected, the normal and drag forces increase with wider spacing and

deeper penetration (Figures 3-11 and 3-12). Increases in spacing and

penetration on a TBM means that the machine is excavating more rock. Rock

cutting theory (e.g., Ozdemir et ai., 1977) predicts higher forces in

response to increased spacing and penetration. The force response pattern

of the two point-attack cutters is the same, with the System 35 exhibiting

higher forces.

Drag forces acting on the point-attack bits have trends similar to the disc
cutters and remain smaller than the normal forces. Both spacing and

penetration affect the drag force significantly (Figures 3-13 and 3-14).

Cut spacing appears to have a mixed effect on the side forces. Side forces

are seen to increase with deeper penetration, due to creation of larger

cuttings and a higher degree of force imbalance on the cutter tip (Figures
3-15 and 3-16).

3.2.2 Cu_tin_ Coefficient

The cutting coefficient is the dimensionless ratio of drag to normal
forces, lt is an indicator of the torque requirements for the candidate

excavator; the higher the cutting coefficient, the higher the torque
requirement.

As expected, cutting coefficient increases with penetration (Figures 3-17

and 3-18) because cutter drag forces increase at a higher rate than the

normal forces as penetration increases. Also, deeper penetrations cause

increased friction on the cutter edge, again translating into higher drag
forces.

3.2.3 Specific Energy

The specific energy decreases with penetration, but tends to be unaffected

. by increases in spacing (Figures 3-19 and 3-20). The results show the
System 35 bit to be less efficient than the 84HCT bit, requiring higher

specific energies at ali spacings and penetrations tested. However, the

. System 35 cutter is more rohust and is designed to withstand higher cutting

loads and provide longer wear life.

The results indicate that, from the viewpoint of energy efficiency, the

point-attack cutters should be operated at the largest spacings and
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LINEAR CUTTING TEST RESULTS
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penetrations investigated in this test program. This provides for the
lowest specific energy requirement and a higher rate of production. For a

roadheader operating in harder rock formations, such as welded tuff, a

larger spacing means fewer cutters on the cutterhead and, therefore, lower
w

torque requirements. Also, individual cutter loads will be higher, meaning
deeper penetrations and higher production rates.

3.3 Sieve Analysis

For each linear cutting test, a representative sample of the rock cuttings
was obtained and analyzed for particle size distribution. Tables in

Appendix C summarize the results from sieve analysis of the rock chips.

Since water spray dust suppression may not be allowed during site

characterization studies, a rock-cuttlng geometry that reduces dust

generation is desirable. This section will address the amount of fine rock

material produced by each spacing and penetration combination. Fine rock

material (called fines) is defined as the fraction passing through sieve
openings less than 0.023 in. (0.589 mm). Other fractions may be of

interest and are included in the results (Appendix C).

Some general trends in the size of the material from the sieve analysis are

noted. In ali tests, the bulk of the chips is retained in the plus-one-

inch (2.54 cm) sieve. The point-attack cutters produce less plus-one-inch
material and more fines than the disc cutters. The plus-one-inch fraction

increases as spacing increases, a trend which is more pronounced for the

point-attack cutters than for the disc cutters.

For the disc cutters, the amount of fines in the chips generally decreases

as spacing and penetration increase. Fines result from crushing of the

rock under or alongside the cutter. As spacing and penetration increase,

the chip sizes become larger, but the crushing remains relatively constant.
Thus the relative amount of fines is reduced as cut spacing and penetration

are increased. The lowest fines production coincides with low specific
energy values, an expected result.

As with the disc cutters, chips collected from the point-attack cutter

tests also contain a decreasing percentage of fines as spacing and

penetration increase. Thus the cutting geometries with the low specific

energy produce the lowest amount of fines. The amount of fines usually

decreases as the attack angle for a point-attack bit increases, but this

effect was not investigated in this effort.

3.4 Phvslcal Property Test Results

The test results described in this section were performed to support the

interpretation of the LCM tests. Each rock sample selected for testing in

the LCM was subjected to physical and mechanical property tests. These

included both standard strength tests and other measurements known to

influence cuttability. The results are listed in Table 3-3. Each test was

performed three times for each LCM rock sample.
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3.4.1 Compressive Strength

The dlsc cutter tests at the wider spacings (especially the 5-in. spacing)

were conducted in samples of relatively lower uniaxial compressive strength

(UCS). This may account for some of the reduction in specific energy for
the disc cutters at wider spacings; however, the trend is somewhat mixed.

The polnt-attack cutter tests at larger spacings were conducted in samples
of relatively higher UCS. This may account for the minimal effect of

spacing on specific energy, lt requires more energy to cut higher strength
rock. Thus, the tendency for the specific energy to decrease with

increasing spacing for the point-attack cutters may be offset by the higher

strength rock.

UCS variability in the TSw2 may be attributable to the vugs and small-scale
cracks in the rock. The scale of these features could influence the UCS

results, but would have a much lesser effect on rock cutting. A vug on the

order of an inch in size is a large feature in a 2-in. core, but is a minor

feature in a tunnel face or LCM sample.

3.4.2 Cerchar Abrasivitv

The Cerchar Abraslvlty Index (CAI) provides an estimate of cutter life in

terms of distance traveled. The test used to develop the CAI is described

by Ozdemir et ai. (1992). Essentially, it involves scratching the surface

of a freshly broken piece of rock with a metal pin made of the same

material as the cutter. The wear flat which develops on the pin tip then

gives an indirect measure of the abrasivity and the expected cutter life in

rolling feet. This value in turn is used to calculate cutter costs per

unit volume of material excavated by the machine. The CAI has been shown

to provide accurate estimates of field cutter wear in a wide range of rock
formations.

Three Cerchar Abrasivity tests were performed on each LCM rock sample

(listed in Table 3-3). From the CAI, the projected cutter life in terms of

rolling distance is calculated by

CL- 6.24(I06)/CAI (I)

where

CL - cutter life (ft)

CAI - Cerchar Abrasivity Index.

The cutter life results are also listed in Table 3-3. As can be seen, the

average estimated cutter life for the welded tuff is 1.45 million ft.

3.4.3 Density

Rock density allows the projected production tonnages to be calculated from

the volume production rate. An average value of 2.3 g/cm 3 was used in the
calculations.
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3.4.4 CompressioD-_9-TeBsion (C/T) Ra_io

The C/T ratio refers to the ratio of the UCS to the tensile strength and is
a measure of the toughness of the rock fabric. The ratio is used in

" predicting roadheader performance. The higher the tensile strength (i.e.,

the lower the ratio), the tougher the rock fabric, as seen in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4

Compression-to-Tenslon (C/T) Ratios

for Rock Toughness and Cuttability Estimates

C/T Qualitative Efficiency

Ratio Toughnes_ _ Factor (e)

>20 Weak 1.00

>15 Moderate 0.75

>I0 Moderately tough 0.50

<5 Tough 0.25

With an average C/T value of 7.4, TSw2 has a relatively tough fabric for an

igneous rock. This contributes to the relatively high rolling forces seen

in Section 3.1.1. The efficiency factor (e) (Section 4.2) will be used to
predict roadheader performance.
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4.0 PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS

The machine performance predictions were derived directly from the force

data from the LCM test results. Performance prediction requires a

determination of the force response on the cutter (either disc or point-

attack) as a function of spacing and penetration. With this information,

• the machine performance can be directly calculated from the measured normal

and rolling forces.

In the LCM tests, the penetration and spacing are set, becoming the

independent variables. The force response is measured for each spacing and

penetration combination; the force response is the dependent variable.

For a TBM, machine thrust and rotation rate are set and become the

independent variables. The resulting penetration is the dependent

variable. Whether LCM or TBM, the interaction of the independent and

dependent variables is controlled by the force response on the cutter to

changes in penetration and spacing.

The cut spacing cannot be changed on an operating TBM un].ess cutters are

repositioned or a new cutterhead featuring a different cutter layout

pattern is installed. Either change requires a fairly long machine-

shutdown time and is generally not considered practical.

Earlier work in this program developed machine performance predictions from

the physical and geologic properties of the rock (Ozdemir et al., 1992).

This involved the prediction of cutter normal and rolling forces from the

rock properties and the tool cutting geometry. In the LCM prediction

method, cutter forces as a function of spacing and penetration are measured

directly, eliminating the need for force prediction. Therefore, the LCM

tests allow more accurate predictions of excavator performance than those

based solely on physical and geologic properties of the rock.

4.1 Methodology for Predicting Tunnel Borln_ Machine Performance

The TBM performance characteristics that are of interest include thrust,

torque, power, number of cutters, the rate of penetration, and the

cutterhead rotation rate. Except for cutterhead rotation rate, each is

calculated directly from the LCM force measurements and the cutting

geometry. For each spacing and penetration combination, the machine

performance characteristics (thrust, torque, etc.)are determined.

In order to provide more representative results and to allow extrapolation

of the existing data, regression analyses were performed on cutter forces

measured during the LCM tests. The resultant regression equations were

then used as a basis to evaluate the TBM performance and to establish

guidelines for design optimization. The performance results in Tables 4-1

and 4-2 include both measured and regressed data.

, 4.1.i Number of Cutters

The number of cutters on a TBM is a function of machine diameter and cutter

spacing. In the simplest case, the number of cutters is determined by

dividing the cutterhead radius by the cutter spacing; however, the center
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and gage cutters are rarely set at the optimal spacing. They operate at

smaller spacings to compensate for the difficult cutting conditions to

which these cutters are subjected during boring. The center cutters

exhibit high wear because the small radius at which they operate causes

them to skid. The gage cutters exhibit high wear because they operate at 4

the outermost radius of the cutterhead, where they experience high

velocities and experience off-center side forces.
Q

For this effort, standard center and gage arrays commonly used by TBM

manufacturers were adopted. For the center cutters, an array of six
cutters that covered a radius of 9.8 in. from the center of the cutterhead

was used. For the gage cutters, an array of 13 cutters cutting the last

18.5 in. of radius was used. Thus, the space occupied by the standard

arrays was subtracted from the cutterhead radius. Cutters were evenly

spaced across the remaining radius according to the LCM spacing and their

numbers were calculated. Finally, the cutters in the standard arrays were

added to the number of cutters. Combining these measurements yields the

following equation for calculating the number of cutters as a function of

cutter spacing and tunnel diameter'

#C = (6D - 38)/S + 19 (2)

where

#C - number of cutters (rounded to the nearest integer)

D - diameter of cutterhead (ft)

S - spacing (in.).

4.1.2 Rotation Rate

The limiting factor on the rotation rate of the cutterhead is the allowable

linear velocity of the muck-pickup buckets, located at the outermost gage

cutters. Above this limiting velocity, the muck buckets may not discharge

the rock cuttings into the muck chute due to the centrifugal forces. At

present, the maximum linear' velocity at the gage cutters is restricted to

550 ft/min. Further, above this velocity, the bearing life of the

outermost gage cutters may be adversely affected. Using the relationship

of linear-to-rotational velocity, the following expression is derived for

maximum rotations per minute (rpm):

rpm- V1/(D)(pi) - 7.0 rpm (3)

whe re

V I - linear velocity limit (550 ft/min)

D - cutterhead diameter (ft).

Solving this expression for a diameter of 25 ft gives a maximum rotation

rate of 7 rpm, which was used ior machine power and penetration rate

calculations. The 550-ft/min limit is not an absolute rule. For the

preliminary predictions based on rock properties by Ozdemir et al. (1992)
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500 ft/min was used, giving 6.36 rpm as the cutterhead rotation rate.

Performance predictions were made using the LCM results and compared to the
preliminary predictions of Ozdemir et al. (1992) (see Tables 4-3 and 4-4).

%

Table 4-3

Comparison of Performance Predictions

of Two Standard Power TBM Configurations

St_Bda_ TBM From

Parameter PrelimSna_Y I LCM Results

Cutterhead diameter (ft) 25 25

Rotational speed (rpm) 6.36 6.36

Cutters (# @ diameter [in.]) 50 @ 17 50 @ 17

Maximum design cutter load (Ibf) 50,000 50,000
Cutter spacing (in.) 3 3

Cutterhead power (hp) 2,400 2,400

Maximum operating torque (ft-lbl) 1,982,000 2,020,000

Operating thrust (ibr) 2,500,000 1,840,000

Penetration per revolution (in.) 0.24 0.21

Penetration rate (ft/br) 7.63 6.68
Cutter life (hr) 74 68

Tunnel length per cutter (ft) 421 386

Approximate cutter cost ($/yd 3) 4.83 5.75

IOzdemir et al. (1992)

4.1.3 Thrust

Total cutterhead thrust is the sum of the normal forces acting on each

cutter for a given spacing and penetration.

Th - #C(Fn) (4)

where

Th - total cutterhead thrust (ibf)
#C - number of cutters on the cutterhead

Fn - normal force from the LCM tests (Ibf).
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Table 4-4

Comparison of Performance Predictions

of Two High-Power TBM Configurations

6

High-Power TBM From

Parameter Prellmlnary I LCM Results

Cutterhead diameter (ft) 25 25

Rotational speed (rpm) 7.0 7.0

Cutters (# @ diameter [in.]) 47 @ 19 47 @ 19

Maximum design cutter load (Ibf) 60,000 60,000

Cutter spacing (in.) 3.2 3.2

Power (hp) 3,150 3,150

Maximum operating torque (ft-lbf) 2,026,000 2,360,000

Operating thrust (Ibf) 2,820,000 1,920,000

Penetration per revolution (in.) 0.35 0.258

Penetration rate (ft/hr) 12.3 9.03

Cutter life (ht) 86 75

Tunnel length per cutter (ft) 750 660

Approximate cutter cost ($/yd 3) 4.37 4.65

IOzdemir et ai. (1992)

4.1.4 Torque

Cutterhead torque is a function of the rolling force on the cutter and its

position. During cutting, each cutter experiences a rolling force. Each
rolling force acts at a moment arm that is the distance of the cutter from

the center of the cutterhead. The individual cutter torque is rolling
force times the distance of each cutter from the center of the cutterhead.

The total torque on the cutterhead is the sum of the torques generated by
the individual cutters.

To simplify the analysis, machine torque was calculated using an average
torque center, the rolling force, and the number of cutters, lt is known

that the center of torque shifts out past one-half the radius during field
operation. One-half the radius is the center of torque when ali cutters

are equally loaded with the same spacing. The exact position of the center

of torque is a function of the cutters' layout pattern in the cutterhead,
variations in rolling force on the cutters, and other factors such as

bucket loading and tunnel wall friction. Experience has shown the center
of torque commonly varies from 0.56 to 0.66 from the center of the

cutterhead, and can reach 0.7. A conservative value of 0.7 was used, which

gives the following formula for calculating total torque'
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Tq- (D)(#C)(FD(0.35) (5)

where

Tq - total cutterhead torque (ft-lbs)

D - diameter of the cutterhead (ft)
" #C - number of cutters

FR -Rolling force from the LCM tests (Ibf).

4.1.5 Power

The power required for the cutterhead is a function of the torque and the

rotation rate. lt is calculated with the following formula:

P- (Tq)(N)/5252 (6)

where

P - power (hp)

Tq - torque (ft-lbf)

N - cutterhead rotation rate (rpm).

4.1.6 Instantaneous penetration R_te

The instantaneous penetration rate is a function of the LCM penetration and

the rotation rate. The excavator is designed to penetrate the rock at the

LCM penetration per one revolution of the cutterhead. Thus the

instantaneous penetration rate is

lP - (N)(P) (5) (7)

where

lP - instantaneous penetration rate (ft/br)

N - cutterhead rotation rate (rpm)

P - the LCM penetration (in.).

4.1.7 Mach_Be Efficiency

Two factors influence machine efficiency, the mechanical losses in the
excavator and the effect of cutter wear. These factors are introduced into

the performance predictions as follows.

Mechanical losses account for the inefficiencies in transferring the power
• from the power source to the excavation action at the rock face. The LCM

measures the power needed to excavate the rock at the rock face. This is

the cutterhead power. The cutterhead power determined from the LCM tests

then must be translated into machine power by taking into account the drive

system losses. The exact value of efficiency depends on the specific
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machine design. When the design is unspecified, common industry practice

assumes a 75-percent efficiency for the machine thrust and torque systems:

Thm - Thc10.75 (8)

and

Tqm - Tq¢/0.75 (9)

where

Thm - machine thrust (ibf)

Thc - cutterhead thrust (ibf)

Tqm - machine torque (ft-lbs)

Tqc - cutterhead torque (ft-lbs).

Note that by adjusting the torque for mechanical losses and using the

adjusted torque value in the power calculation, the power is also adjusted

for machine losses by Equation 5.

The effect of cutter dulling is considered by reducing the cutter

penetration for a given cutter load. During field operation, cutters on a

mechanical excavator are continually replaced as they wear out. Thus, the

excavator may have a set of cutters that range from new to almost

completely worn. From extensive field projects in hard rock, cutter wear

was assumed to cause a 30-percent reduction in machine performance.
Penetration, then, becomes:

Pm " 0.7(Pc) (I0)

where

Pm " actual penetration (ft/hr)

Pc " LCM penetration (ft/hr).

Note that when LCM-derived forces are adjusted for cutter wear effects, the

values for rate of penetration are also reduced according to the

relationship given by Equation 7 for a given machine thrust, torque, and

power. This means the original penetration rate that would be achieved

with completely new cutters can only be maintained with an increase in

machine thrust and power. ,

Ali results presented in this report, therefore, compensate for machine

efficiency and cutter wear.
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4.2 Methodology for PredictinE Roadheader Performance

While the LCM tests provide the same type of information for TBMs and

roadheaders, the performance prediction methodology is different. In

addition to cutter spacings and penetrations, LCM tests for a point-attack

cutter add another cutting variable, the bit angle of attack. Changing the

. angle of attack can significantly change the force response of the cutter
to spacing and penetration. Only one angle of attack, 56 °, was used in the
tests.

Unlike the TBM, the performance prediction for a roadheader is calculated

from specific energy. The difference in methodology is due to the

differences in cutting action of the two machine types.

The TBM is a full-face machine, requiring only one motion (rotation) in
addition to the thrust to cut the entire tunnel face. A full-face machine

operates at a fixed cutter spacing and, therefore, allows straightforward

use of the forces measured in the laboratory to develop performance

predictions.

The roadheader is a partial-face machine, requiring several motions (e.g.,
lifting and arcing) in addition to the thrust to cut the entire face.

These cutterhead motions have an effect on machine performance as the

machine must cut the entire face with arcing and lifting motions before it

can advance. The roadheader has more design variables because the cutting
action creates variable cut spacing depending on bit layout, cutterhead

motion, and cutterhead rotational speed.

In addition to cutterhead motions, the engagement of the cutterhead with

the rock is a design factor. A TBM cutterhead always fully engages the

face, while the roadheader cutterhead may lose contact with the rock due to

vibrations generated during cutting. A tougher rock will cause more

vibrations unless the cutterhead sumping distance into the rock is reduced,
meaning less production. The fewer the number of cutters in contact with

the rock, the lower the machine performance and rate of penetration.

One major roadheader design factor is the difference between transverse

(ripper) and axial (milling) cutterheads; each has fundamentally different

cutting actions. The ripper head thrusts two cylindrical-shaped heads into

the rock with their cutting axis perpendicular to the boom. The milling

head thrusts a cone-shaped head into the rock with its cutting axis

parallel to the boom. The milling cutterhead operates at a lower speed

than the ripper, and requires more machine mass or stelling to give the

necessary stiffness required to efficiently transfer the machine power into

cutting action.

' The shape and size of the cutterhead determines many design details for a

roadheader. For a given thrust, a smaller cutterhead will develop higher
forces on each cutter due to fewer cutters in contact with the rock.

" Conversely, a larger cutterhead will develop lower cutter forces, but, in

general, will require more torque. Hence, there are many trade-offs which

enter into the design and bit layout of a roadheader cutterhead.
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To ensure that the most appropriate roadheader is specified for a project,

a complete analysis of the many candidate machines is performed. The

analysis uses the LCM data to determine in detail the suitability of each

machine for the Job. Each roadheader is examined to ensure that the

necessary power can be transferred into rock cutting. This requires an

analysis of cutter forces, torque requirements, number of cutters, sumping

forces, cutterhead rotational velocity, cutterhead motions and size, and, t

other factors.

For this study, it was impractical to consider the necessary variety of

roadheaders and to analyze the unique capabilities of each. The roadheader

performance was calculated directly from the specific energy response to

changes in spacing and penetration. Specific energy is the energy required

to excavate a unit volume of rock. When the machine power is divided by

the specific energy, the result is the instantaneous production rate,

1PR - (.75)(P)/(SE) (Ii)

whe re

IPR- instantaneous production rate (yd3/hr)

P - machine power (hp)

SE - specific energy (hp-hr/yd3).

Note that the efficiency of the power transfer to the rock is assumed to be

75 percent, as was the case for the TBM (Section 4.1.7).

Equation ii predicts the production rate if the value of specific energy is

known, The LCM tests have been shown to provide accurate estimates of

specific energy. Further, the minimum specific energy values can be

determined from the LCM tests. By using the minimum value determined by

the test program, the most efficient cutting action and the highest

production rate are achieved for the available machine output power.

As noted before, the roadheader cannot match the stiffness of a full-face

machine such as a TBM. The lack of stiffness causes a reduction in the

amount of power that is effectively transferred to the rock. Equation ii,

then, is always reduced by some amount that is dependent on rock

conditions, cutter wear, machine stiffness, and other factors. These

factors can also vary from one manufacturer to another. Accounting for

these factors, Equation ii becomes

1PR- (e)(.75)(P)/(SE) (12)

where

IPR- instantaneous production rate (yd3/hr)

e - efficiency factor

P - machine power (hp)

SE- specific energy (hp-hr/yd3).
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An efficiency factor of 0.5 was used for the performance predictions for

the roadheader presented below. This is a nominal number for the

conditions found in the mechanical excavation of rocks similar to TSw2.

The factor comes from Table 3-4 for a rock with a C/T ratio of 7.4.

The roadheader penetration rate is calculated from the LCM penetration.

IP - (27)IPR/A (13)

where

IP - penetration rate (ft/hr)

A - tunnel cross-sectlonal area (ft2).

Note that the IPR has already been adjusted for machine efficiency and rock

conditions; therefore, the IP is also adjusted.

Similarly, the production rate in tons per hour can be calculated from the

density of the rock and the instantaneous penetration rate.

ITR- IPR(sg)(0.8424) (14)

where

ITR- instantaneous production rate (t/hr)

sg- specific gravity.

Note that the specific gravity used for this analysis was 2.3.

4.2.1 Specifying the Roadheader

Unlike a TBM, where cutting geometry remains the same (each cutter travels

in its respective kerf), a roadheader produces a complex cutting pattern

where both bit penetration and spacing continually vary as the cutterhead

sumps into the rock and commences its slewing action. Also the cutting

action is different depending on whether a milling or ripper head is used.

The complexity of the roadheader cutting action means that the cutterhead

is designed for the specific rock conditions, but the rest of the machine

is generally an existing off-the-shelf design. The cutterhead is given the

best available spacing and penetration to attack the rock, as determined by

the LCM test program. The off-the-shelf machine that supports the

cutterhead is then analyzed to ensure that it has enough power, mass, and

stiffness to efficiently transfer the necessary power to the cutterhead.

In practice, the potential roadheader user will analyze machines from
several manufacturers and different machines from the same manufacturer.

During the analysis, the cutter force data measured by the LCM tests are
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used to determine if the allowable loads on the machine will be exceeded.

The machine's productivity is calculated from the measured specific energy

using Equation ii. The details of the cutterhead design and its supporting

machinery determine how that productivity is reached.

Each cutter type has an allowable load recommended by the manufacturer.

When those loads are exceeded, the cutters may undergo premature structural

failure or experience excessive wear, resulting in high bit costs and

uneconomical operation. The force data measured from the LCM tests allow

determination of the cutter loads required to achieve the desired

production rate for a given machine and geology.

In addition to allowable cutter loads, the other design features of the

roadheader discussed in Section 4.2 are analyzed using the LCM data. The
effect of machine stiffness and mass, cutterhead motions, cutterhead size,

cutting action, etc. are ali addressed.

For this effort, specific machines and, hence, the cutter forces, will not

be considered. The cutter forces are included to allow designers and
potential users to analyze candidate roadheaders once the desired

production rates and excavation sizes are established.

4.3 Tunnel Borln_ Machine Performance P_edlctions

As described in the methodology (Section 4.1), the results in this section

are based on the cutter force responses determined by the LCM test program.

For each spacing and penetration combination, the predicted thrust, torque,
power, and rate of advance were calculated. The calculated machine thrust,

torque, and power (i.e., performance) predictions for each spacing and

penetration are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, along with the LCM test data.

Also included are the results of the regression analysis performed on the
test data.

In the LCM tests, spacing and penetration were independent variables, and

the measured force response was the dependent variable. Then, the

predicted operating parameters--thrust torque, power, and rate of

penetration--were calculated from the measured force response. For a TBM

operating in the field, thrust and rotation rate are set as the independent

variables and torque, power, and penetration rate become the dependent

variables. For either approach, the basic relationship is the power needed

to excavate the rock for a set of cutting parameters and geologic
conditions.

The trends depicted in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 and Figures 4-1 through 4-18 are
as expected for both the A30581 and the AM1723 constant cross-section

cutters. The machine thrust, torque, and power requirements decrease with

greater spacing and increase with deeper penetration.

Two sets of performance data are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, measured

data and regressed data. The measured data are included to show the

performance in terms of the observed LCM results. In addition, the

regressed data are useful for interpolating machine performance.
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION RESULTS
IN WELDED TUFF
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Figure 4-i. Thrust Prediction at 3-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-2. Thrust Prediction at 3-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-3. Thrust Prediction at 4-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-4. Thrust Prediction at 4-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION RESULTS
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Figure 4-5. Thrust Prediction at 5-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-6. Thrust Prediction at 5-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION RESULTS
IN WELDED TUFF
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Figure 4-7. Torque Prediction at 3-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-8. Torque Prediction at 3-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION RESULTS
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Figure 4-9. Torque Prediction at 4-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-i0. Torque Prediction at 4-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION RESULTS
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Figure 4-Ii. Torque Prediction at 5-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-12. Torque Prediction at 5-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION RESULTS
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Figure 4-13. Power Prediction at 3-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-14. Power Prediction at 3-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION RESULTS
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Figure 4-15. Power Prediction at 4-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-16. Power Prediction at 4-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION RESULTS
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Figure 4-17. Power Prediction at 5-in. Spacing for the A30581 Disc Cutter
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Figure 4-18. Power Prediction at 5-in. Spacing for the AM1723 Disc Cutter
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In both tables, the upper data set, labeled "Measured Data," gives the
performance predictions based on the observed LCM data. In this set the

predictions are calculated by the methodology in Section 4.1 from the
observed average forces. These are the same measured force data as shown

in Table 3-I, except the predictions are added.

The lower data set, labeled "Regressed Data, " is the performance

predictions based on the regressed cutter forces. The cutter forces were

regressed linearly as a function of spacing and penetration. Because the

performance predictions are calculated from the force data, the performance

predictions are also a function of spacing and penetration. The regression

analysis smooths both the forces and the performance predictions. Further,

in the regressed data set, the penetrations are reduced to account for

cutter wear according to Equation I0 and discussed in detail in Section

4.1.7. Recall that this reduces the penetration rate by the same factor.

In both data sets, the cutter forces and performance data for the 0.5-in.

penetration are shown. This penetration was not required by the test
program and consisted of fewer test cuts than the rest of the tests.

Consequently, the 0.5-in. penetration data will not generally be discussed.

The performance predictions based on the regression analysis are plotted in

Figures 4-1 through 4-18. The figures also show the plus and minus

standard deviations. In addition, the actual test data averages are
plotted.

4.3.1 Thrust

For both disc types, total machine thrust increases with penetration and

decreases with spacing. Thrust is plotted as a function of penetration

rate in Figures 4-1 through 4-6. For the A30581 sharp cutter, the thrust

range to attain a penetration rate of 4.9 to 9.8 ft/br is 1.39 to 2.38
million pounds, for the blunt AM1723, 1.41 to 2.53. Both cutters have the

lowest thrust at 5-in. spacing and 0.2-in. penetration, and the highest at
3-in. spacing and 0.4-in. penetration.

From Equation 4, thrust is a function of normal force and the number of

cutters, lt has already been shown that spacing does not have a strong
effect on normal force. As spacing increases, normal forces increase

slightly (see Section 3.1.1). An increase in spacing decreases the number

of cutters on the cutterhead (Equation 2), thereby decreasing machine
thrust.

Similarly, an increase in penetration increases normal force and, hence,
the machine thrust.

4.3.2 Torque •

For both disc types, machine torque increases with penetration and

decreases with spacing. Torque is plotted as a function of penetration °

rate in Figures 4-7 through 4-12. For the A30581 sharp cutter, the torque
range to attain a penetration rate from 4.9 to 9.8 ft/hr is 1.24 to 3.03

million foot pounds, for the blunt AM1723, 1.41 to 3.17. As with thrust,

torque maximum occurs at a spacing of 3 in. and a penetration of 0.4 in.

and the minimum occurs at a spacing of 5 in. and a penetration of 0.2 in.
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From Equation 5, torque is a function of rolling force and the number of

cutters. Rolling force does not significantly increase with increases in

spacing (Section 3.1.1). When spacing increases, the number of cutters

goes down, thereby decreasing torque requirements.

Similarly, an increase in penetration increases rolling force and, hence,

the machine torque.

4.3.3 powe;

For both disc types, machine power requirements increase with penetration

and decrease with spacing. Power is plotted as a function of penetration

rate in Figures 4-13 through 4-18. For the sharp A30581 cutter, the power

range to attain penetration rates of 4.9 to 9.8 ft/hr is 1700 to 4000 hp,

for the blunt AM1723 cutter, 1900 to 5200. Following the torque

requirements, the maximum occurs at a spacing of 3 in. and penetration of

0.4 in., and the minimum at a spacing of 5.0 in. and a penetration of
0.2 in.

From Equation 6, power is a function of torque and rotation rate. Rotation

rate is held constant at 7 rpm. This makes power a function of torque,

yielding the same relationship to spacing and penetration that torque has.

4.3.4 _eDetr_t_on Rake

Machine penetration rate (the instantaneous rate of machine penetration

into the rock face) is a function of the penetration of the cutter into the

rock and the cutterhead rotation rate. The more penetration, the more

advance per period of time. The rotation rate is held constant at 7 rpm.

Three penetrations were tested in the LCM, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 in. By

Equations 7 and I0, these penetrations translate to advance rates of 4.9,

7.4, and 9.8 ft/hr. These predicted advance rates were reduced by 30

percent to account for cutter dulling (Section 4.1.6).

4.3.5 Tunnel Boring Machine Design and Performance

In this section, three performance predictions are presented, all based on

the measured LCM forces in the welded tuff. One will compare the

predictions by Ozdemlr et al. (1992) to new predictions for the same TBM

configurations. The second will predict the performance of the best

performing TBM as determined by the LCM test program, which uses 5-in.

cutter spacing. The third will predict the performance of a TBM using a

4-in. cutter spacing.

Ozdemir et al. (1992) predicted the performance of two TBM configurations,

• a standard and a high power machine. The standard TBM is a typical machine

that might commonly be found in a project similar to Yucca Mountain. lt is

capable of generating 2400 hp and is fitted with standard 17-in. disc

cutters. The high power TBM incorporates the maximum power that can be

physically packed into a 25-ft-diameter machine, 3150 hp. The standard TBM

has 17-in. cutters and operates at a 6.36 rpm rotation rate. The high

power TBM has 19-in.-diameter disc cutters, the largest cutters

commercially available at present, and operates at 7 rpm.
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Table 4-3 shows the results of the standard TBM performance predictions

based on the LCM tests together with the predictions developed by Ozdemlr
et al. (1992) from the physical and geologic properties of the welded tuff.

Both sets of predictions correspond to a maximum machine power of 2400 hp,
which a standard TBM would be designed to produce with current technology.

Cutter spacing, number of cutters, and machine power were not changed from
those reported by Ozdemir et al. (1992). These operating parameters for

the TBM were fixed and new requirements for machine thrust, torque, and a
new attainable rate of penetration based on the LCM results were
calculated.

Predictions listed in Table 4-3 indicate that more torque and consequently

more power is needed to excavate the welded tuff than was indicated by the

performance predictions of Ozdemir et ai. (1992). The increased power

requirements are a direct result of the higher-than-expected rolling forces

measured in actual cutting of the welded tuff on the LCM. The higher
torque requirements also mean that the attainable rate of penetration is

reduced for the same machine power. This is an important finding from the
LCM test program. In developing the earlier performance predictions based

on physical property data, the welded tuff was assumed to behave in a

manner similar to rock formations of similar strength and properties in

order to arrive at an estimate of rolling force requirements; however, the

LCM tests have clearly shown that welded tuff produces more rolling
friction on the cutter, resulting in higher rolling force to maintain a

given depth of cut. This is believed to result from the particular
chipping response of the welded tuff under the action of a mechanical tool

penetrating it. Welded tuff does not fracture efficiently until a certain

cutter penetration is reached. Prior to that critical penetration,

extensive crushing of the material occurs beneath the cutter tip, producing
a crushed zone larger than in rocks of similar strength. This in turn

increases cutter rolling friction, resulting in high rolling forces and
therefore, increased machine torque requirements. The extensive crushed

zone was observed during the LCM tests and are quantified in the sieve
analysis.

The TBM thrust requirements based on the LCM tests are lower than

previously estimated (Ozdemir et al., 1992). Thus, the TBM will be torque-

and power-limited before its thrust capacity is reached. This is a finding
of major importance with respect to TBM performance evaluation.

Table 4-4 (page 4-6) presents the same performance comparison for the high-

powered TBM as was presented in Table 4-3 for the standard TBM. The high-
power machine carries the maximum power that can be installed on a

25-ft-diameter machine, 7 motors at 450 hp each for a total of 3150 hp. lt
has 19-in. cutters, and operates at a rotation rate of 7 rpm.

As indicated in Table 4-4, the high power machine also becomes power-

limited, resulting in a decreased penetration rate. While the high power

TBM carries more power than the standard TBM, it still reaches its power
limit before reaching its thrust limit.

Because of reduced penetration rate, the predictions based on the LCM tests

give higher cutter costs than previously estimated. As noted earlier, TBM
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cutter costs decline as the penetration rate increases due to the

production of more material for a given rolling distance. Also, the high

power TBM has lower cutter costs than the standard TBM because it uses

larger diameter cutters in addition to attaining higher penetration rates.

The results from the LCM tests indicate that a TBM operating at 5-1n.

spacing yields the most efficient excavation of all the spacings tested for

" the welded tuffs at Yucca Mountain. A cutter spacing of 5 in. provides the

lowest specific energy of all the spacings tested. Two 5-in. spacing

designs are presented in Table 4-5, one for a standard and one for a high-

power TBM. The design configurations are based on the LCM test data for

the sharp A30581 cutter. Since the TBMs are operating at the lowest

experimentally determined specific energy, they provide the highest

attainable rate of penetration for a given machine power.

Both 5-in. spacing machines, standard and high power, operate at a maximum

allowable rotation rate of 7 rpm (see Section 4.1). Both configurations

require less thrust than the TBMs listed in Tables 4-3 and 4-4, since they

have fewer cutters due to increased cutter spacing.

As expected, a TBM fitted with 19-in. cutters spaced at 5 in. provides the

highest rate of penetration because the laboratory tests showed this

spacing to be the most efficient of all spacing tested, meaning the lowest

specific energy of cutting. The welded tuff exhibits high brittleness, and

as a result, exhibits good chip-formation characteristics when cut at deep

penetrations combined with wide spacings. However, if less brittle rock is

encountered during repository excavation, the performance of a TBM with a

5-in. cutter spacing may be adversely affected as the rock may not fail

during each cutterhead revolution. For this reason, a 4-1n. spacing

machine may be preferable to allow efficient excavation in harder and less

brittle rocks than the welded tuff tested in the laboratory. Therefore,

performance estimates were also developed for a standard and high-power TBM

using a 4-in. spacing in welded tuff. The results are shown in Table 4-6.

A TBM with 4-in. spacing sacrifices approximately I0 percent of the advance

rate of the 5-in. spacing machine. This is not a large difference to

ensure that the TBMs will be capable of efficiently excavating rocks harder

or less brittle than the welded tuff tested in the laboratory. This type

of compromise is common industry practice. Even within the same formation,

harder rock than expected can be encountered, particularly if the formation

is extensive, such as TSw2.

4.3.6 Machine Utilization Factor

Estimating the daily advance rate requires estimation of an average

utilization factor for the TBM. As discussed by Ozdemir et al. (1992), the

rate of advance is simply the product of the penetration rate and the

" utilization factor. The machine utilization factor is influenced by the

following factors"

• Tunnel grade;

• Haulage method (rail, rubber-tired, or conveyor);

• Water inflow rate;
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Table 4-5

Performance Predictions of Two TBM Configurations

Operating at the Optimal Cutter Spacing of 5 Inches
r

Standard High-Power
P__a_K_mfiJ_K TBM TBM

Cutterhead diameter (ft) 25 25

Rotational speed (rpm) 7.0 7.0

Cutters (# @ diameter [in.]) 41 @ 17 41 @ 19

Cutter spacing (in.) 5 5

Maximum cutter load (Ibr) 50,000 60,000

Power (hp) 2,400 3,150

Maximum operating torque (ft-lbf) 1,850,000 2,360,000

Operating thrust (ibf) 1,620,000 1,850,000

Penetration per revolution (in.) 0.209 0.278

Penetration rate (ft/hr) 7.32 9.73
Cutter llfe (ht) 71 75

Tunnel length per cutter (ft) 655 690

Approximate cutter cost ($/yd 3) 4.75 4.45

Table 4-6

Performance Predictions of Two TBM Configurations

Operating at 4-1nch Cutter Spacing

Standard High-Power
Parameter TBM TBM

Cutterhead diameter (ft) 25 25

Rotational speed (rpm) 7.0 7.0

Cutters (# @ diameter [in.]) 41 @ 17 41 @ 19

Cutter spacing (in.) 4 4

Maximum cutter load (Ibf) 50,000 60,000

Power (hp) 2,400 3,150

Maximum operating torque (ft-lbf) 1,950,000 2,360,000

Operating thrust (ibf) 1,720,000 1,800,000

Penetration per revolution (in.) 0.19 0.25

Penetration rate (ft/hr) 6.65 8.75

Cutter life (hr) 66 71

Tunnel length per cutter (ft) 575 620

Approximate cutter cost ($/yd 3) 5.30 4.95
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• Rock quality;
• Tunnel curves;

• Crew training and motivation; and

• Other--testing, characterization, wall mapping, etc.

Estimating the overall advance rate is a Judgmental process that is best

achieved by breaking the project down into several tunneling scenarios

based on the factors listed above. A summary discussion of how each factor
can affect the TBM utilization follows.

4.3.6.1 Slope and Haulage System--The slope (grade) of the tunnel being

driven affects TBM utilization and therefore the advance rate. A slight

upgrade is the most favorable because Inflowing water drains by gravity,

and haulage vehicles travel downhill when loaded. Slopes up to about +3 °

and down to -I° can be handled effectively by rall haulage systems. Thus,
ali excavations with design grades outside these limits are forced to use

some haulage/supply system than rail, such as cog or hoist railways,

conveyor belts, or trackless haulage (rubber-tired loaders and trucks).
Slurry or pneumatic transport of muck also is possible, but neither has

been proven cost effective in a construction job.

Conveyor haulage systems are rapidly gaining popularity as they are now

achieving utilization factors equal to those given by rall haulage. Before

recent increases in their reliability, conveyor systems working with TBMs

reached utilizations of slightly more than 30 percent. As improvements

continue, conveyors probably will become the primary means of material

haulage in mechanically bored tunnels. The fundamental advantage of
conveyors is their truly continuous nature, which is very conducive to full
automation.

4.3.6.2 Water Inflow--Generally, water inflows must exceed I000 gpm (3800

I/min) to cause significant delays during tunnel excavation with TBMs.

Flows of this magnitude are not expected to be encountered during
construction of the ESF openings.

4.3.6.3 Rock Quality--The highest rates of TBM advance are associated with

rock quality designation (RQD) values between 50 percent and 75 percent,

which is the common range of the tuffs at the Yucca Mountain site. Very

massive formations tend to reduce the penetration rate and increase the

frequency of required cutter changes. At the other end of the spectrum,

RQD below about 25 percent indicates poor ground conditions that can

frequently halt the TBM during support installation or other ground
treatment.

Present TBM technology has advanced to the point that the machines can be

designed to accommodate bad ground conditions through the use of different

types of shields combined with standard methods of ground support (concrete
liner segments or ring beams, rock bolts, wire mesh, and shotcrete).

Installation of rock support, however, reduces the utilization percentage
" of the excavation machine.
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4.3.6.4 _urves--The excavation of curved tunnels adversely affects TBM

advance rate because the machine thrust and penetration rate must be

reduced to minimize the uneven loading of the cutters and the main bearing.

Utilization also drops due to increased necessity of surveying and

repositioning of the surveyor's laser reference. Backup systems often
display difficulties in negotiating curves, as weil. Towed sleds tend to

ride up the inside of the curve while rail-mounted backup units derail more

often. The muck transfer and loading conveyors and the tunnel service

lines must be adjusted continually to account for the positioning of each
segment of the TBM support deck. These details all contribute to machine

delays and subsequently to reduced utilization.

4.3.6.5 _ew T_ainin_ and Mot!v@tion--Each TBM project undergoes a

learning period during which system bugs are resolved and the crew develops

a work rhythm. Ali TBM manufacturers provide experienced help for this

startup phase in order to minimize delays, but machine utilization remains

lower during this period than any other.

4.3.6.6 Access for Site Characterization--The high level of characteriza-

tion required during excavation of the ESF openings could significantly
reduce machine utilization. The amount of reduction will depend on the

ease of access to the face and the area directly adjacent to and behind the

machine, which in turn depends on the machine design and the tests to be
conducted there.

Table 4-7 lists the suggested haulage systems in addition to the expected
utilization factors and advance rates for the TBM using a 5-in. cutter

spacing. As discussed earlier, the laboratory tests showed the 5-in.
spacing to be the most efficient of those tested for the Yucca Mountain

welded tuffs. The data shown in Table 4-7 represent good commercial

practice with a new machine/backup system under steady state conditions.
No significant delays due to rock support requirements were included. A

widely spaced pattern of rock bolts was assumed to be adequate in the

immediate vicinity of the TBM; more elaborate supports could be installed

by the backup system with little effect on TBM performance.

4.4 Roadheader Performance Predictions

Roadheader performance in the repository horizon welded tuffs was predicted

based on the specific energy requirements developed from the LCM test data

presented in Table 3-2. The performance results are shown in Figures 4-19

and 4-20 for two different sized openings, 22 ft by 15.5 ft and 15 ft by
21.5 ft, respectively. The calculated penetration rate in TSw2 for a

specific energy value of 7 hp-hr/ton is for a roadheader operating at a

spacing of 2.5 in. The predictions shown in the figures include four

different levels of efficiency factors (e) that were discussed in Sections

3.4.4 and 4.2. Machine mechanical efficiency was set at 75 percent
(Equation II).
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Table 4-7

Advance Rates of Two TBM Configurations in the Potential

Repository Horizon (TSw2) Based on LCM Results

, (Each scenario changes one condition likely

to be encountered during construction.)

STANDARD TBM'

Curve Penetration Advance

Scenario Slope Radius Backup Rate Utilization Rate

_umbe_ Percent (ft) Syste_ (ft/hr) percent Ifr/day)

i +i none rail 7.32 55 97

2 +i none conveyor 7.32 50 88

3 -9 none conveyor 6.06 45 65

4 -14 none conveyor 5.40 40 52

5 -21 none conveyor 5.10 35 43
6 +i 600 rall 4.52 35 37

7 -15 600 conveyor 4.14 30 29

NIGH-POWER TBM:

Curve Penetration Advance

Scenario Slope Radius Backup Rate Utilization Rate

Number percent (ft_ System (ft/hr) Percent _ft/day_

i +I none rail 9 73 55 128

2 +i none conveyor 9 73 50 116

3 -9 none conveyor 8 30 45 89

4 -14 none conveyor 7 75 40 74

5 -21 none conveyor 7 51 35 63
6 +i 600 rail 5 53 35 47

7 -15 600 conveyor 5 53 30 40

For the repository horizon welded ruffs, an efficiency factor (e) of 0.5 is

believed most appropriate. Using this factor for a 400-hp roadheader, the

penetration rate for a 100-ton machine is 2.07 ft/hr for a 22 ft by 12.5 ft

opening. For a 15 ft by 21.5 ft opening, the predicted rate of penetration

for the same weight and power roadheader is 1.77 ft/hr (Figures 4-19 and
4-20).

Like the TBM, the roadheader should be designed to operate at high

" penetrations because specific energy decreases as penetration increases.

The effect of spacing must be taken into account when candidate roadheaders

are analyzed. The LCM test results showed that spacing has a small effect

on specific energy. Therefore, increasing cutter spacing will not decrease

specific energy requirements or increase the penetration rate. An increase

in spacing reduces torque requirements, but increases cutter force loading.
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PREDICTED PENETRATION RATE FOR
A ROADHEADER IN WELDED TUFF, 8YSTEM 38
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Figure 4-19. Roadheader Performance in a 22 ft by 12.5 ft Opening

PREDICTED PENETRATION RATE FOR
A ROADHEADER IN WELDED TUFF, 6YSTEM 38

18' by 21.8' OPENING, 2.8' BIT 8PACING
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Figure 4-20, Roadheader Performance in a 15 ft by 21.5 ft Opening
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Lowering torque requirements for the cutterhead is generally a design goal

for roadheaders. Consequently, larger spacings are usually preferred in

roadheader design if the allowable cutter forces are not exceeded. Recall

that larger spacings should also reduce fines generation during excavation.

• Given these factors, it appears that the larger spacings should be used.

Because of high cutter costs, roadheaders should not be considered

• production machines for welded tuff. That is, they do not provide

favorable economics for construction of long drifts or tunnels in the

repository horizon. However, they can be effective tools for the

excavation of small or complex openings by providing a high degree of

system flexibility and versatility. They could also find use in

constructing non-circular tunnels, modifying circular to noncircular, or

driving openings in the nonwelded tuff members, such as the Calico Hills.

Roadheader power in the lO0-ton class machines is limited to approximately

450 hp, since larger power units are difficult to mount on the machine and

have problems transmitting power and torque to the rock. A few higher

power machines are available, up to 650 hp, but these are very large

specialized units. In order to achieve reasonable production rates, a

high-powered lO0-ton machine is recommended.

4.5 Other Excavators

The performance of several other excavators where updated based on the LCM

results. Like the TBM and roadheader, thrust requirements were lower and

power requirements where higher than predicted by Ozdemir et al. (1992).

4.5.1 The Mobile Miner

The Mobile Miner performance predictions based on the LCM tests for the two

different size openings are shown in Table 4-8. As with the TBM results,

the machine performance has been downgraded from previous estimates due to

higher than anticipated torque and power requirements for mechanical

excavation of welded tuff. Thus, the Mobile Miner also becomes power-

limited before its thrust capacity is reached.

As expected, the attainable penetrations with the Mobile Miner are much

less than for either TBM configuration. The cutter costs for the Mobile

Miner are higher due to lower system rigidity and the cyclic contact of the
cutters with the rock.

Table 4-9 shows the performance predictions based on the LCM results

combined with estimated utilization factors. The utilization percentage

and subsequent advance rates for the Mobile Miner depend on the same

factors as those discussed in the previous section for TBMs, with some

modifications. Again, a considerable degree of judgment and experience is4

required to estimate a realistic utilization percentage. Note that the
utilizations are lower than for the TBMs.

The Mobile Miner is not intended to compete with TBMs in advance rate or

production rate. lt is inherently incapable of TBM rates by virtue of its
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mobility, which requires less mass and a less rigid structure. Fewer

cutters contact the rock than for a TBM in a similarly sized opening (e.g.,

in the smaller opening, three versus 47 cutters). Unlike the full-face

TBM, the Mobile Miner attacks only a small portion of the tunnel face at

any given time. However, the Mobile Miner is capable of excavating

openings with flat floors, making small radius turns, and easily tramming

about the excavation, lt also allows ready access to the face for

inspection, support installation, and dewatering.

Table 4-8

Performance Prediction of a Mobile Miner in Two Opening Shapes

in the Potential Repository Horizon (TSw2) Based on LCM Results

14 ft x 22 ft 16 ft x 30.5 ft

Parameter Opening Opening

Cutterhead diameter (ft) 14 16
Width of cut (ft) 22 30.5

Sweep radius (ft) 19 22.5

Sweep angle (degrees) 68.5 82

Rotational speed (rpm) 14 ii

Cutters (total/center/gage) 15 /7 /8 15 /7 /8

Power (hp) 700 900

Maximum operating torque (ft-lbf) 262,000 429,700

Penetration per sweep (in.) 0.34 0.37
Sweep time (sec) 25.5 35

Plunge time (sec) 3 3

Penetration rate (ft/hr) 3.67 2.90
Cutter life (hr) 72 74

Tunnel length per cutter (ft) 251 210

Approximate cutter cost ($/yd 3) 8.30 7.45

4.5.2 B_ind Shaft Borer

For the full-face BSB, the preliminary performance predictions for shaft

excavation in welded tuff were governed primarily by the backup systems,

including muck removal and shaft lining. The instantaneous rate of

penetration was fixed at a maximum of 6 ft/hr for a daily shaft lining rate

of 40 ft. This was based on the current capabilities of shaft lining

systems which generally are limited to installation of two 20-ft liner

sections per day. Because of liner speed limitations, the machine rate of o

penetration was kept lower than what the system was capable of achieving

from a mechanical feasibility standpoint. Even with the higher torque
requirements for cutting the welded tuff, it was determined that the BSB

still had sufficient power to maintain a penetration rate of 6 ft/hr.

Therefore, no modifications were made to the earlier performance
predictions (Ozdemir et ai., 1992) as shown in T_ble 4-10.
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Table 4-9

Advance Rates of a Mobile Miner in Two Opening Sizes in the
Potential Repository Horizon (TSw2) Based on LCM Results

• (Each scenario changes one condition likely to be
encountered during construction.)

14 ft by 22 ft OPENING'

Curve Penetration Advance

Scenario Slope Radius Backup Rate Utilization Rate

Numbe_ Percent (ft) System (ft/ht) Percent (ft/day)

i +I none 50+ 3.67 40 35

2 +i none 25 to 50 3.67 30 27

3 -9 none 50+ 3.67 35 31

4 -18 none 50+ 3.67 30 27

5 -15 none 25 to 50 3.67 24 21

6 +I i00 50+ 3.14 30 23

7 -15 I00 50+ 3.14 27 20

16 ft by 30.5 ft OPENING:

Curve Penetration Advance

Scenario Slope Radius Backup Rate Utilization Rate

Numbe_ Percent (ft) Sys_e_ _ (ft/hr) Percent (ft/day)

1 +I none 50+ 2.9 45 31

2 +i none 25 to 50 2.9 35 25

3 -9 none 50+ 2.9 40 29

4 -18 none 50+ 2.9 37 26

5 -15 none 25 to 50 2.9 30 21

6 +i i00 50+ 2.4 35 20

7 -15 I00 50+ 2.4 33 19

4.5.3 Vertlcal-Wheel Shaft Borin_ Machine

The preliminary performance estimates for the SBM resulted in a penetration

rate of about 5 ft/hr for an 800 hp machine. Since the LCM tests showed

that the welded tuff requires higher torque than originally estimated, the

SBM performance was reduced to reflect this limitation. The new estimates
are listed in Table 4-Ii.
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Table 4-10

Performance Prediction of Two BSB Speeds in the Potential

Repository Horizon (TSw2) Based on LCM Results

parameter _i_h SVeQ_

Cutterhead diameter (ft) 18 18

Rotational speed (rpm) 8.2 6.15

Cutters (# @ diameter (in.)) 35 @ 17 35 @ 17

Maximum cutter load (ibf) 50,000 50,000

Power (hp) 1125 1125

Maximum operating torque (ft-lbl) 720,500 960,700

Operating thrust (ibf) 1,750,000 1,750,000

Penetration/revolution (in.) 0.15 0.20

Penetration rate (ft/ht) 6 6

Cutter llfe (hr) 86 116

Shaft length per cutter (ft) 515 698

Approximate cutter cost ($/yd3) 7.51 5.54

Table 4-Ii

Performance Prediction of a Vertical Wheel SBM in the

Potential Repository Horizon (TSw2) Based on LCM Results

_arameter

Cutterwheel diameter 18 ft

Rotational speed 9 rpm

Traverse speed 0.95 rpm (around shaft)
Cutters 16 @ 17-in. diameter

Cutter spacing 4.0 in. (@ perimeter)

Maximum cutter load 50,000 Ibf

Power 800 hp

Maximum operating torque 396.8 x 103 ft-lbf

Operating thrust 348 x 103 Ibf

Penetration per traverse 1.05 in.

Penetration rate 4.6 ft/hr
Cutter llfe 27 hr

Shaft length per cutter 114 ft

Approximate cutter cost 5.10 $/yd3
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The SBM is a partlal-face excavator, meaning that it cuts only a portion of

the shaft bottom at a time. As a result, lt is not capable of matching the

production capacity offered by the BSB. From the perspective of repository

site characterization, the SBM has a unique advantage over the BSB in that

lt provides ready personnel access to the shaft bottom. Further, the SBM

offers more options for implementation of various muck pickup and removal

, techniques. For these reasons, lt may prove to be a more effective shaft

excavator for the potential repository.

4.5.4 Raise Drills

The new performance estimate for raise drills based on LCM tests are shown

in Table 4-12. The penetration rates were reduced from the previous

estimates to account for the higher torque requirements for mechanical
excavation of welded tuff.

4.5.5 V-Mole

The V-Mole performance based on the results of the LCM tests are listed in

Table 4-13 for the repository horizon welded tuffs. Again, the new rate of

penetration is lower than previously estimated due to the greater-than-

expected rolling friction imposed by the welded tuff on the cutters.
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Table 4-12

Performance Prediction of Two Sizes of Raise Drills in the

Potential Repository Horizon (TSw2) Based on LCM Results

Raise Diameter

18 ft 6ft

Pilot string diameter (in.) 12.875 i0

Pilot bit diameter (in.) 13.75 Ii

Reaming head diameter (ft) 18 6

Rotational speed (rpm) 6 i0

Cutters with tungsten-carbide inserts

(# cutters @ # discs/cutter) 26 @ 4 i0 @ 4
Cutter spacing (in.) 2.0 2.0

Maximum cutter load (ibf) 50,000 65,800
Power (hp) 400 300

Maximum operating torque (ft-lbf) 258,500 44,100

Operating thrust (ibf) 1,307,000 492,300

Penetration/revolutlon (in.) 0.07 0.08

Penetration rate (ft/hr) 2.00 7.32

Cutter llfe (ht) 540 465

Shaft length per cutter (ft) 1260 3670

Approximate cutter cost ($/yd 3) 18.75 17.80
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Table 4-13

Revised Performance Prediction of Two V-Mole Configurations

in the Potential Repository Horizon (TSw2)
I

• V-Mole

Parameter Standard

Cutterhead diameter (ft) 18 18

Rotational speed (rpm) 6 8

Cutters (# @ diameter (in.)) 34 @ 14 23 @ 17

Maximum cutter load (ibf) 35,000 50,000

Power (hp) 900 1200

Maximum operating torque (ft-lbf) 551,500 669,600

Operating thrust (ibf) 1,190,000 1,150,000

Penetration/revolution (in.) 0.15 0.19

Penetration rate (ft/hr) 4.70 7.73
Cutter life (hr) 71 59

Tunnel length per cutter (ft) 348 490

Approximate cutter cost ($/yd 3) 14.20 6.30
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn

' regarding the predicted performance of various mechanical excavators for

" the construction of the ESF and the potential repository at Yucca Mountain.

• The LCM tests have shown that an industry standard TBM will

effectively excavate the welded ruffs at the potential repository

horizon at highly favorable advance rates and cutter costs. The

cutting tests have also shown the welded ruffs to be highly suitable

for excavation by disc cutters if the cutter penetration is

sufficiently large to take advantage of the highly brittle behavior
that welded tuff exhibits.

• Excavation of the welded ruffs such as TSw2 by a roadheader is

technically feasible, but not economically competitive with respect

to other types of mechanical excavators. The relatively high

strength and abrasivity of the welded ruffs require a roadheader

design that stretches the current limits of roadheader technology.

The machine will need the most robust drag cutters available

combined with a large, massive, and stiff power unit and actuating

frame. Roadheader cutter costs are expected to be substantially

higher than TBM cutter costs.

• The LCM tests have shown that the welded tuff requires more machine

torque for excavation than previously estimated from the physical

and geologic properties of the rock. The higher torque requirements

stem from increased rolling or drag friction experienced by the disc

and point-attack cutters during cutting. Typical of most brittle

rocks, welded tuff requires deep penetration for efficient

excavation. Chipping does not occur until the cutter penetration is

sufficient to develop high stresses in the rock. This also creates

additional rock crushing directly beneath the cutter tip, resulting

in a larger than normal crushed zone and, consequently, increased

friction on the cutter. The primary implication of this finding is

that any mechanical excavator designed to excavate the welded tuff

must incorporate sufficient torque and power capacity to achieve

efficient operation (high rates of production at relatively low

cutter costs).

• The specific energy as a function of spacing and penetration for

both cutter types, disc and point-attack, were similar although at

different orders of magnitude. As expected, the specific energy of

cutting for both cutters was found to decrease with increasing

spacing and penetration.
e

• The LCM tests show the 5-1n. cutter spacing to be the most efficient

of all the spacings tested for a disc cutter in welded tuff. The

most efficient spacing for a polnt-attack cutter was found to be 2.5

in. These were the widest spacings used in the test program.
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• The preliminary performance estimates of the various mechanical

excavators evaluated in this study were adjusted to reflect the

higher torque and power requirements of welded tuff. As a result,

the previous predictions by Ozdemir et al. (1992) were reduced and

the cutter costs increased based on these findings. The new

performance predictions for mechanical excavation of the repository
horizon welded tuff are as follows:

- A standard TBM with a 3-in. cutter spacing is expected to reach

an instantaneous rate of penetration of 6.7 ft/hr at a cutter

cost of $5.75/yd 3

- A high power TBM with a 3.2-in. cutter spacing is expected to

reach an instantaneous rate of penetration of 9.0 ft/ht at a

cutter cost of $4 65/yd 3.

- A standard TBM with a 4-1n. cutter spacing is expected to reach

an instantaneous rate of penetration of 6.7 ft/hr at a cutter

cost of $5.30/yd 3

- A high power TBM with a 4-in. cutter spacing is expected to reach

an instantaneous rate of penetration of 8.75 ft/hr at a cutter

cost of $4.95/yd 3

- A standard TBM with a 5-in, cutter spacing is expected to reach

an instantaneous rate of penetration of 7.3 ft/hr at a cutter

cost of $4.75/yd 3

- A high power TBM with a 5-in. cutter spacing is expected to reach

an instantaneous rate of penetration of 9.7 ft/hr at a cutter

cost of $4.45/yd 3

A Mobile Miner excavating a 14 ft by 22 ft opening is expected to

reach an instantaneous rate of penetration of 3.7 ft/hr at a

cutter cost of $8.30/yd 3.

- A Mobile Miner excavating a 16 ft by 30.5 ft opening is expected

to reach an instantaneous rate of penetration of 2.9 ft/hr at a

cutter cost of $7.45/yd 3.

- A low speed BSB is expected to reach an instantaneous rate of

penetration of 6.0 ft/hr at a cutter cost of $5.75/yd 3, a high

speed at 6.0 ft/hr and $5.54/yd 3. These values are unchanged

from Ozdemir et al. (1992).

- A vertical wheel BSB excavating an i8-ft shaft is expected to

reach an instantaneous rate of penetration of 4.6 ft/hr at a b

cutter cost of $5.10/yd 3.

- A raise drill excavating an 18-ft shaft is expected to reach an

instantaneous rate of penetration of 2.0 ft/hr at a cutter cost

of $18.75/yd 3,
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- A raise drill excavating a 6-ft shaft is expected to reach an

instantaneous rate of penetration of 7.3 ft/hr at a cutter cost

of $17.80/yd 3.

- A standard V-Mole excavating an 18-ft shaft is expected to reach

an instantaneous rate of penetration of 4.7 ft/br at a cutter
cost of $14.20/yd 3.

- An upgraded V-Mole excavating an 18-ft shaft is expected to reach
an instantaneous rate of penetration of 7.7 ft/br at a cutter

cost of $6.30/yd 3.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

b Based on the conclusions of this study, the following areas are recommended

for additional investigations of the applicability of mechanical excavators

for the ESF and the potential repository construction at Yucca Mountain.

• An additional series of linear cutter tests should be run to

evaluate the effects of wear on disc performance in welded tuff. In

this study and report, au assumption was made that excavator

performance would decline by approximately 30 percent due to cutter

wear. As this study has shown the uniqueness of welded tuffs in

their response to mechanical cutting, lt is possible that cutter

wear may have a greater adverse effect on machine performance than

was presumed. The effect of cutter wear can be fully investigated

through a series of LCM tests using disc cutters at various stages
of dullness.

• The cuttablllty of welded tuff at larger cutter spacings than those

tested in this program should be evaluated. The specific energy

reached a minimum at the widest spacings tested in the program, and

the effect of wider spacings is currently unknown. These additional

tests can also provide a more accurate definition of the optimum

cutting conditions for welded tuff.

• Various cut sequencing patterns should be studied to develop

guidelines as to the optimum cutter layout on the excavators

considered in this study. This could also include tests to simulate

and evaluate gage cutter placement patterns.

• LCM tests should be run with different angles of attack for the
point-attack cutters. This information can then be used to

determine the optimum angles of attack to minimize the specific

energy of cutting and the wear on the point-attack cutter.

• Since this test program was initiated, some technological

advancements have been made in point-attack cutters and drag bits,

including more efficient bit designs and diamond coated tungsten

carbide bit tips. The new materials are designed to improve cutter
life and reduce excavation costs in abrasive rocks. A series of LCM

tests should be conducted to evaluate the applicability of these

cutters in welded tuff. As discussed in this report, the lack of

point-attack cutter technology appears to be the main impediment to
the economic use of roadheaders in welded tuff.

• The cutting tests report herein only included the mechanical

excavatibility of welded tuff. The current ESF plans call for a

significant amount of excavation to take piace in the Calico Hills

• nonwelded tuff formation. In order to develop data to allow optimal

excavator design and to reduce construction costs, LCM tests should
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be performed using both disc and point-attack cutters on the Calico

Hills material. In particular, attention should be given to

assessing the potential plastic behavior and mechanical cuttability

of the nonwelded tuffs. Further, the machine backup and ground
support requirements should be studied.

• Although LCM testing has been shown to provide reliable data

simulating the field performance of mechanical excavators, it still

lacks the capability to duplicate fully the multiple operation and

interaction of field cutters. This stems from the fact that only
one cutter at a time can be tested in the linear cutting machine.

Moreover, the LCM cannot simulate the particular layout and

operation of gage cutters, an issue of major importance for TBMs

designed to negotiate tight turns. Also the LCM is limited in its

capability to investigate high cutter velocity performance and

cutter wear. Ali these issues can, however, be studied on the Earth

Mechanics Institute laboratory tunnel boring machine (LTBM). It is
designed to simulate the actual operation of field raise, shaft, and

tunnel boring equipment. The LTBM tests also allow preliminary

studies to be conducted concerning the geologic mappability of the
bored openings. Further, the excavation walls can be cored to

assess the extent of wall damage caused by mechanical excavators.

The tests can include wet cutting to determine the water penetration

depth into the formation. In summary, the LTBM tests can yield a

vast amount of information on nearly all aspects of mechanical

excavator use in welded tuff or other lithologles at Yucca Mountain.

Therefore, it is strongly recommended that these tests should be
conducted. These tests will also allow the final refinement of the

machine performance estimates developed in the LCM tests.
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APPENDIX A

Information From the Reference Information Base

Used in this Report

This report contains no information from the Reference Information Base.

Candidate Information

for the

Reference Information Base

This report contains the following candidate information for the Reference
Information Base:

i. Performance predictions for tunnel boring machines (see Tables 4-3

through 4-7).

2. Performance predictions for roadheaders (see Figures 4-19 and 4-20).

3. Performance predictions for a Mobile Miner (see Tables 4-8 and 4-9).

4. Performance predictions for blind shaft borers (see Table 4-10).

5. Performance predictions for vertical wheel shaft borers (see

Table 4-11).

6. Performance predictions for raise drills (see Table 4-12).

7. Performance predictions for V-moles (see Table 4-13).

Candidate Information

for the

Site & Engineering PropertleF Data Base

This report contains the following candidate information for the Site and

Engineering Properties Data Base:

I. Performance predictions for tunnel boring machines (see Tables 4-3

through 4- 7).

2. Performance predictions for roadheaders (see Figures 4-19 and 4-20).

3. Performance predictions for a Mobile Miner (see Tables 4-8 and 4-9).

4. Performance predictions for blind shaft borers (see Table 4-10). P

5. Performance predictions for vertical wheel shaft borers (see L

Table 4-11).

6. Performance predictions for raise drills (see Tab].e 4-12).

7. Performance predictions for V-Moles (see Table 4-13).
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APPENDIX B

B.I Equipment

The linear cutting machine consists of the following components' the test
frame, the hydraulic components, the cutter and saddle assembly, the rock

sample box, and the electronic instrumentation.

B.l.1 Test Frame

The test frame consists of a large rigid frame that holds the cutter and

saddle assembly firmly to the rock surface. Under the frame are two round

hardened steel rails that support and guide the movable sled where the rock

sample and its confinement box a replaced. The frame and rails are

connected beneath the floor by a large frame imbedded in reinforced

concrete. Hydraulic actuating and positioning cylinders are attached to

the frame and the sled to allow precision positioning of the sample in
relation to the cutter.

B.I.2 Hydraulic Components

The desired cutter penetration is controlled by a hydraulic cylinder that

lowers the cutter and saddle assembly. Metal spacers are inserted between

the saddle and the main supporting frame, after which the hydraulic

cylinder is reversed to hold the system firmly together.

Spacing is set with hydraulic rams on the rock box. After each cut, the

rock box is moved sideways, with the amount of translation corresponding to

the desired spacing between cuts.

The rock is cut by moving it under the cutter, which is stationary, with a

servo-controlle_ horizontal hydraulic actuator capable of 32,000 Ibf (142

kN) stall force. The LVDT used to control data acquisition also monitors
the movement of the actuator. The electronic controller maintains constant

cutting speed by comparing the output of the LVDT to that of a ramp

function generator.

The cutting velocity is held constant at I0 in./sec (25 cm/sec). This

choice is based on past experimental studies performed at EMl, which show

_lat cutter performance is not affected by the cutting velocity over wide
velocity ranges (Ozdemlr et al., 1977).

B.I.3 Cutter and Saddle Assembly

The cutter and saddle assembly consists of a replaceable disc cutter ring,
P

a bearing/hub assembly, and a quick-change bearing saddle. To replace a

cutter, the ring and bearing/hub assembly are removed from the quick-change

saddle. The cutter ring is removed from the bearing/hub assembly, a new

ring is pressed on the hub, and ring and hub are bolted back onto the

quick-change saddle.
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B.I.4 Rock Sample Box

The steel rock box with rock sample fits on the movable sled in the test

frame. The box is capable of holding a rock up to 38 by 36 by 20 in. (97

by 91 by 51 cm). The rock is held in the sample box by casting a concrete
Jacket between the rock and box. The steel sample boxes are constructed

, with a tapered cross-section to ensure maximum confinement throughout the

testing sequence. The taper increases confinement as the cutter bears down

on the rock surface, forcing rock and concrete into the taper. The

confinement is necessary to prevent splitting or cracking of the sample and

to limit rock movement during cutting. Lateral movement of the rock and

box is limited by the lateral positioning ram between the box and the sled.

B.I.5 Electronic Instrumentation

The electronic instrumentation consists of a load cell, signal

conditioners, analog-to-digltal converters, digltal-to-analog converters,

and a computer system.

The load cell, designed and fabricated at the Earth Mechanics Institute, is

placed between the linear cutter frame and the cutter saddle. The load

cell was machined from a single block of high strength aluminum, creating a

unit where each of the four posts is integral with the top and bottom

plates. This cell is more accurate than non-lntegrated designs, which tend

to lose calibration over time. Each post carries an array of eight

balanced strain gages in full bridge circuits to measure the load at that

post. Signal output from the load cell, then, consists of four channels,

one from each post. The four outputs are reduced into normal, rolling and

side components by the data acqulsltlon/reductlon software.

Strain gage bridge circuit power is supplied by four strain gage

condltloners/ampllfiers consisting of self-balancing, isolated power units

with built-in amplifier circuits (Measurements Group, Model 2100). The

strain gage conditioners/amplifiers supply power to the bridge circuits and

amplify the return load signal to levels appropriate for the data

acquisition system (plus or minus approximately two volts). The load cell

and signal conditioner system provides a full range of bridge
sensitivities.

From the signal conditioner, the load signals are passed directly to an

analog-to-digltal converter (ADC, Data Translation Model DT2762). The ADC

samples the conditioned load signals, and the linear variable distance
transducer (LVDT), at a rate of i000 data points per second, lt then

passes these data to the computer.

B.I.6 Calibration

The force measuring system on the linear cutter is calibrated with a

j precision pressure gage mounted on a hydraulic cylinder. The cylinder is
oriented on the cutter such that the load cell is loaded at an angle

representative of actual cutting. This angle is measured and recorded so
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that the three-dlmenslonal applied force can be resolved into its three

mutually orthogonal components--the normal, rolling, and side forces. The

load cell outputs corresponding to the three mutually perpendicular force

components are recorded and compared to the applied loads. The load cell

outputs are linear, allowing least squares linear regression of the

voltages to pounds-force. Each calibration consists of seven different
total loads from zero to 36,000 ibf (160 kN). After a minimum of three

calibration tests, the calibration factors are calculated and entered into

the data acqulsltlon/reduction program. The calibration procedure

incorporates the entire testing and data acquisition/analysis system so
further data reduction steps are not needed.

B.I.7 Rock Sample Preparation and Conditioning

Samples are cast in high strength concrete within steel rock boxes and

allowed to cure. The rock boxes then are positioned on the machine sled

and attached to the lateral indexing hydraulic cylinders. Prior to data

acquisition, the rock surface is conditioned to steady-state cutting

condition by making several passes with the cutter. The conditioning

passes are at the same spacing and penetration as the test passes. The

penetration in each sample starts low and increases as testing progresses.

The spacings are not be changed on any given sample, as the effects of

previous cutting at a different spacing are difficult to eliminate.

B.I.8 Data Acquisition and Analysis

Cutter loads are resolved into three mutually perpendicular components

using a four-post load cell, a set of signal conditioners, an aNalog-to-
digital converter, and a computer for data acquisition and analysis. The

raw force data from the load cell are analyzed by first calculating the raw
load on each post of the four-post load cell. From the individual forces

on the posts, the computer then calculates the normal, rolling, and side
forces on the cutter. From these, the software calculates the normal,

rolling (drag), and side force for each cut. The values for each cut are

then averaged for ali the cuts in the test. Finally, several parameters

are calculated from the various test averages: minima, maxima, standard

deviations, cutting coefficients, specific energies, and peak-to-mean force
ratios.

A test report is generated by the software. The average forces are the sum

of the average force for each cut divided by the number of cuts.

Similarly, the average peak forces are the sum of the peak forces for each

cut divided by the number of cuts. Minima, maxima, and standard deviations

are calculated from the averages of each cut. The specific energy, defined

as the energy required to remove a unit volume of rock_ is simply the

average rolling (drag) force divided by the spacing and multiplied by the

penetration. The cutting coefficient, indicating the torque verses thrust

requirements, is the average rolling (drag) force divided by the average

normal force. The peak-to-mean force ratios are the average peak force ¢

divided by the average mean force for each force component. The forces for

each cut are shown opposite the cut numbers, and the force summaries for
the entire test are shown below the cut numbers. The calculated values

appear at the bottom of the table,
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